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Abstract. A methodology to provide the polarization angle requirements for different sets
of detectors, at a given frequency of a CMB polarization experiment, is presented. The
uncertainties in the polarization angle of each detector set are related to a given bias on the
tensor-to-scalar ratio r parameter. The approach is grounded in using a linear combination
of the detector sets to obtain the CMB polarization signal. In addition, assuming that the
uncertainties on the polarization angle are in the small angle limit (lower than a few degrees),
it is possible to derive analytic expressions to establish the requirements. The methodology
also accounts for possible correlations among detectors, that may originate from the optics,
wafers, etc. The approach is applied to the LiteBIRD space mission. We show that, for the
most restrictive case (i.e., full correlation of the polarization angle systematics among detector
sets), the requirements on the polarization angle uncertainties are of around 1 arcmin at the
most sensitive frequency bands (i.e., ≈ 150 GHz) and of few tens of arcmin at the lowest
(i.e., ≈ 40 GHz) and highest (i.e., ≈ 400 GHz) observational bands. Conversely, for the least
restrictive case (i.e., no correlation of the polarization angle systematics among detector sets),
the requirements are≈ 5 times less restrictive than for the previous scenario. At the global and
the telescope levels, polarization angle knowledge of a few arcmins is sufficient for correlated
global systematic errors and can be relaxed by a factor of two for fully uncorrelated errors in
detector polarization angle. The reported uncertainty levels are needed in order to have the
bias on r due to systematics below the limit established by the LiteBIRD collaboration.
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1 Introduction

The quest for the detection of the primordial gravitational waves (PGW) originated from
the inflationary period of the early universe is one of the major goals in cosmology [1, 2].
It is widely recognized that, given the amplitude and shape of the spectrum predicted in
the standard models of inflation, the best strategy to measure these tiny disturbances in the
spacetime curvature is in an indirect way through their imprint in the polarization B-mode of
the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) [3]. Observational evidence of the existence of the
PGW would represent a milestone in our knowledge of the physics of the universe, providing
a major, but still missing evidence that the universe went through an inflationary episode in
the early universe [4, 5].

Currently the most stringent limit on the amplitude of the PGW, represented by the
tensor-to-scalar parameter r, is r < 0.032 (95% CL) obtained combining Planck and BI-
CEP2/Keck Array data [6] (see also [7–10]).

There is currently a large number of experiments from ground, stratospheric balloons or
space-based, such as the BICEP array [11], the Simons Observatory [12], the CMB-S4 experi-
ment [13] or the JAXA LiteBIRD satellite [14], that are being operated or in development and
with sensitivity to detect PGW with amplitudes smaller than the current limit. In particular,
the LiteBIRD satellite and the CMB-S4 will probe the existence of the PGW background at
sensitivity levels corresponding to r . 10−3.

However, it is also recognized that for the next generation of very sensitive CMB po-
larization experiments the major limitation will come from a non-trivial combination of as-
trophysical and instrumental systematics. Depending on how they originate, systematics can
be associated with the Galactic and extragalactic foregrounds whose emission is orders of
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magnitude above the sensitivity levels that are expected to be attained by the experiments,
with the non-ideal performance of the instruments or, more importantly, with a combination
of both. In relation to the performance of the experiment it is important to establish the
requirements in relation to key instrumental quantities, such as the optical beam and noise
models, pointing accuracy, polarization efficiency and angle, etc. These requirements repre-
sent, therefore, the main goals to be accomplished by means of the instrumental calibration
methodologies that are being developed during the last years [15–26].

In this paper we focus on the requirements related to the polarization angle accuracy
[27, 28]. We estimate both absolute and relative polarization angle calibration requirements.
In fact, knowledge and measurement of the orientation of each detector with respect to an
absolute observational reference frame is required. This can be achieved by considering the
orientation of the focal planes in the experiment and inter-calibration relative orientation
between different groups of detectors, hence local reference frames associated classified by
frequency, focal plane wafer, etc.. Such a functional decomposition of the problem has the
utility of enabling common alignment errors to be collectively treated [see, e.g., 29].

In this sense, although the main classification of detectors is given by their frequency,
in order to link the reported requirements with component separation methods related to the
foreground signals, other classifications have been also taken into account, considering possible
correlations between frequency and focal plane or even frequency and detector wafers.

On the other hand, it is important to note that this work is focused on the estimation
of requirements, but a methodology to meet those requirements is not proposed. This later
subject is studied in [27] and [28].

In Section 2 we describe the methodology to determine the requirements for a given
experimental configuration. We discuss how detectors’ systematics bias the r parameter in
Section 3. In Section 4 we apply our methodology to the case of LiteBIRD to assess the
accuracy on the polarization angle matching the LiteBIRD requirements, in particular on r
accuracy. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.

2 Methodology

We present a method to determine the polarization angle calibration requirements given an
expected signal level of the primordial gravitational waves.

The CMB polarization signals in terms of the Stokes parameters (Q,U) can be esti-
mated as a linear combination of the contributions at the different frequency elements of the
experiment as: (

Q̂

Û

)
(p) =

n∑
ν=1

ων

(
Qν
Uν

)
(p), (2.1)

where ν identifies each of the n different frequency elements, p identifies a pixel of the map, ων
is the weight for the element at frequency ν and (Qν , Uν) are the Stokes parameters from the
polarization data at frequency ν. Equivalently, the two CMB spherical harmonics coefficients
in polarization, ê`m and b̂`m modes ([30, 31]), are given by:(

ê`m
b̂`m

)
=

n∑
ν=1

ων

(
eν`m
bν`m

)
. (2.2)

Component separation methods based on a linear combination of frequency data, gener-
ically known as ILC (Internal Linear Combination) methods, estimate the weights wν by
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Figure 1: Inverse noise variance weights compared to the weights obtained with the FGBuster
parametric methodology developed in [32]. The figure refers to the weights obtained for the
22 frequency elements of the LiteBIRD instruments, as listed in Table 1.

imposing that the resulting CMB polarization map has minimum variance, following the for-
malism of [33] (PILC and PRILC). Notice that these linear combination methods assume the
following constraint for the weights:

∑n
i=1wi = 1. A particularly interesting case of the

ILC is the Internal Template Fitting [e.g., SEVEM, 34], which minimizes the variance of the
residuals after the subtraction of a linear combination of internal foreground templates from
the original frequency map.

On the other hand, a parametric method like FGBuster described in [32] and used as a
baseline for LiteBIRD [35], is expected to provide wν values close to the weights that would
be obtained through a inverse noise variance weighting scheme1 (see Fig. 1). Hereinafter, we
will assume this type of weights based on the inverse noise variance for deriving the results
given in Section 4. Since we are setting requirements also on the relative polarization angle
between different detector sets (e.g., a subset of the detectors belonging to a given wafer),
hereinafter (unless explicitly stated) n will indicate the total number of detector sets.

When the polarization axes are rotated by an angle αν the Stokes parameters Q,U are
transformed to the rotated ones Qrot, U rot as follows:

Qν,rot(p) = cos 2αν Q
ν(p)− sin 2αν U

ν(p) (2.3)
Uν,rot(p) = sin 2αν Q

ν(p) + cos 2αν U
ν(p).

Notice that here we assume that the only source for mixing E- and B-modes are only due to
this polarization angle due to instrumental effects, and we do not consider other astrophysical
(e.g., foregrounds) or cosmological (e.g., birefringence) effects. Assuming a uniform rotation

1J. Errard, private communication.
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over the sky, the polarization modes e`m and b`m are also transformed in the same way:

eν,rot
`m = cos 2αν e

ν
`m(p)− sin 2αν b

ν
`m(p) (2.4)

bν,rot
`m = sin 2αν e

ν
`m(p) + cos 2αν b

ν
`m(p).

The CMB polarization signal, estimated from the n frequency elements, is modified when the
polarization axes of each element ν are rotated by an angle αν . Following eqs.(2.2, 2.4), we
get:

ê`m = e`m

n∑
ν=1

ων cos 2αν − b`m
n∑
ν=1

ων sin 2αν (2.5)

b̂`m = e`m

n∑
ν=1

ων sin 2αν + b`m

n∑
ν=1

ων cos 2αν ,

The corresponding change in the B-mode CMB angular power spectrum, B`, would be:

B̂` = E`

(
n∑
ν=1

wν sin 2αν

)2

+B`

(
n∑
ν=1

wν cos 2αν

)2

. (2.6)

Let’s now consider the error that such rotations will induce in the tensor-to-scalar parameter
r. Assuming a Gaussian likelihood approximation (see Appendix A), for the B-mode CMB
angular power spectrum, that error, δr, is given by the following expression:

δr =

[
`max∑
`=2

∆B`B
fid
`

Var(B`)

][
`max∑
`=2

(Bfid
` )2

Var(B`)

]−1

. (2.7)

In this equation, Bfid
` is the B-mode CMB angular power spectrum due to inflationary gravi-

tational waves and for the fiducial ΛCDM model with r = 1. ∆B` is the shifted B-mode CMB
angular power spectrum resulting after subtracting, from the estimated B-mode CMB angular
power spectrum B̂`, the known components: the Bfid

` , lensing (L`), residual foregrounds (RE`
and RB` ), and the effective noise N eff

` angular power spectra. Therefore, the final estimated
B-mode CMB angular power spectrum is given by:

B̂` =
(
rBfid

` + L` +RB`

)
Σcos + (E` +RE` )Σsin +N eff

` , (2.8)

where E` is the fiducial E-mode CMB angular power spectrum, and RE` and RB` are the an-
gular power spectra of the foreground residuals for the E- and B-mode, respectively. Gener-
ically, these residuals are expected to be of the same order of magnitude in amplitude, with
RE` << E` and RB` ∼ L`. The terms Σcos and Σsin account for the polarization angle offsets
(that are assumed to be random variables of zero mean) of all the frequency detector sets
and will be given below. The effective noise power spectrum, N eff

` , is obtained as a weighted
combination of the noise of all the frequency elements,

N eff
` =

n∑
ν=1

w2
νN

ν
` (bν` )−2 . (2.9)

where bν` , stands for the beam window function associated with the ν data. As mentioned
above, the shifted B-mode CMB angular power spectrum, ∆B` (or equivalently the bias in
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the B-mode CMB angular power spectrum due to the presence of polarization angle offsets),
is obtained by subtracting the known contributions from the observed spectrum B̂`:

∆B` =
(
rBfid

` + L` +RB`

)
(Σcos − 1) + (E` +RE` )Σsin . (2.10)

Obviously, those contributions can be removed at the power spectrum level but they have an
effect in the cosmic variance (e.g., here we do not attempt to do any delensing):

Var(B`) =
2

fsky(2l + 1)
B̂2
` , (2.11)

where fsky, the fraction of sky used, is accounting for the sampling variance. As commented
above, the Σcos and Σsin account for the impact of the polarization angle offsets αν ,

Σsin =

(
n∑
ν=1

wν sin 2αν

)2

, Σcos =

(
n∑
ν=1

wν cos 2αν

)2

. (2.12)

From the above equations (2.7,2.10,2.12) it is clear that in the limit where all the offsets
become negligible, αν → 0, then Σsin = 0 and Σcos = 1. This implies that there is no error
in the B-mode CMB angular power spectrum, ∆B` = 0, or in the r parameter, δr = 0,
as expected. Also, notice that random (coherent) errors in the detector angles will tend to
decrease (increase) ∆B` and δr, as it is shown in Section 4.

Since the next generation of CMB experiments are expected to provide very sensitive
measurements of the CMB B-modes, instrumental errors associated with the polarization
angles above a few degrees would prevent them from achieving their scientific objectives.
Therefore, it is worth to consider the small angle approximation in Eq. 2.12:

Σsin ≈ 4

(
n∑
ν=1

wναν

)2

, Σcos ≈ 1− 4
n∑
ν=1

wνα
2
ν , (2.13)

and the error in r takes the following simple expression:

δr = 4A

(
n∑
ν=1

wναν

)2

, (2.14)

where we have introduced the factor A that is given by:

A =

[
`max∑
`=2

(E` +RE` )Bfid
`

Var(B`)

][
`max∑
`=2

(Bfid
` )2

Var(B`)

]−1

. (2.15)

Notice that we have also considered that rBfid
` +L` +RB` << E` in order to neglect the

second order term in the approximation for Σcos in Eq. 2.13. Whereas the current knowledge
of the cosmological parameters of the standard model allows one to have a good enough
determination of the cosmological signals (i.e., CMB and lensing), it is not the case for the
expected amount of residual foregrounds. For the later, we assume that both contribution to
E- and B-modes are of the same order (RE` ≈ RB` ), and we adopt the estimations provided in
([36], [37]). Fig. 2 shows the amplitude of the different signals and the expected foreground
residuals at the power spectrum level. The latter is represented by a band that accounts for
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Figure 2: Angular power spectra of the different signals and of the estimate of the foreground
residuals. The latter is taken from [36], and it is shown as a band that accounts for a typical
foreground residual given by RB` = 2 × 10−2`−2.29, as estimated by [37] for the LiteBIRD
experiment. The band expands over a range of a factor 1/3 and 3 times this function. For
the noise, the effective LiteBIRD amplitude is plotted as reference

an uncertainty of a factor 3 from the estimate just quoted. As it can be seen, the B-mode
lensing, residual foregrounds and also the primordial B-mode signals (even if we would allow
for values of r equal to current upper limits for the latter) are much smaller than the CMB
E-mode, what justifies neglecting the second order term in Σcos. In addition, the residual
foregrounds can potentially impact the polarization angle requirements through the variance
term in Eq. 2.14.

However, we have checked that in practice, for the typical foreground residuals expected
from optimal component separation methods (see Fig. 2), this impact implies a less restrictive
requirement for the polarization angle. We will here adopt the typical residual expected for
an experiment like LiteBIRD, as estimated in [37]. We will discuss their impact for different
amplitudes of the residuals in Section 4, when we compute the requirements for the specific
case of the LiteBIRD mission. Eq. 2.14 is a general expression that only depends on the
polarization angle mismatch at each frequency element, αν , and the weight that each element
has to build the final CMB map, wν .

3 Correlation among detectors and bias in r

Correlation of the polarization angle offsets across different detectors may come from several
systems of the experiment, such as the focal plane, optical components or the platform. Such
instrumental systematic effects affect different sets of detectors at the same time, but in
general at different levels. For instance, a mismatch between the absolute polarization angle
reference of the experiment (or, in the case of a space mission, the Service Module reference)
and the sky reference will affect all the instruments and, therefore, all the detectors. Also, the
presence of non-idealities in the reflecting mirrors or refracting lenses, or of some wobbling
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in the Half Wave Plate, will create common artifacts in all the detectors of the illuminated
focal plane that, in particular, may translate in possible detector offsets that will be then
correlated. Detectors belonging to the same frequency element may also be affected by similar
band-response systematics, or, if they are in the same wafer, they may share miss-calibrations
related to that wafer.

We present here a formalism that can be applied to different levels of complexity to
define the polarization angle offset. For the shake of simplicity, we will make our general
considerations for the case in which we have a polarization angle requirement for n frequency
elements. Those could be the actual frequency bands of a given experiment, or any other
division of detectors by frequency sets. Latterly, in Section 3.1 we will consider the case of
relative polarization angle requirements at instrument or telescope level, plus an absolute one
at satellite level. Finally, in Section 3.2, we will explain how to propagate the requirements
imposed at the frequency elements levels to a more fainter detector level division.

Denoting by C the matrix that defines the correlations among polarization angle offsets,
αν , then we have

〈αν1αν2〉 ≡ Cν1ν2 = ρν1ν2σν1σν2 , (3.1)

where we have introduced the correlation coefficient ρν1ν2 corresponding to frequency elements
ν1 and ν2, and σν denotes the dispersion of the polarization angle at frequency element ν.
As we will show below, σν represents the uncertainty of the polarization angle for a given
frequency element. We want to evaluate some requirements in order to limit its impact on
the parameter r. Let us now consider the expected value in Eq. 2.14 to get the expected bias
in r, 〈δr〉, that a set of uncertainties in the polarization angle, together with their correlations
represented by σν and Cν1ν2 respectively, will produce:

〈δr〉 = 4A

n∑
ν1,ν2=1

Cν1ν2wν1wν2 . (3.2)

From this equation we see that, given a limiting value for the expected bias in r, there are
many different combinations of the set of n uncertainties (σν) that can lead to the same 〈δr〉.
A natural approach to solve this problem, and determine the accuracy with which we need
to know the polarization angles (σν), is to assume that all the terms in the sum of Eq. 2.14
add evenly, i.e., σν = c|wν |−1, where c is a constant2. With this assumption, an expression
can be obtained to provide the requirements on σν :

〈δr〉 = 4c2A
n∑

ν1,ν2=1

ρν1ν2 . (3.3)

Therefore, the entire challenge is reduced to determination of the constant, c3.
Let us now consider two extreme cases for the correlation matrix. In the first case, all

the n αν are fully correlated, therefore, the matrix ρ will have all its elements equal to unity,
i.e. ρν1ν2 = 1 for any pair of frequency elements (ν1,ν2). Then the expected bias for r is in
this case:

〈δr〉 = 4n2c2A . (3.4)
2Although the modulus of the weights need to be considered to ensure that σν is positive, in practice

for the inverse-variance weights assumed by default, which are obviously positive, we will not consider the
modulus for the rest of the paper. The generalization of the formalism to the case of negative weights is given
in Appendix B

3Notice that if anti-correlations are considered, the result of the sum should be taken in absolute value
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As expected, this is the case where the most stringent requirements are obtained for the
uncertainties in the polarization angles, and any other alternative scheme (i.e., with some
ρν1ν2 < 1) will provide weaker requirements. Notice that the same behaviour would be
obtained for fully anti-correlations. In the second case we consider an "ideal" experiment
where all the polarization angles are uncorrelated, i.e., ρν1ν2 = 0 for ν1 6= ν2. We refer to this
case as "ideal", because in this scenario there should not be any kind of systematics that can
correlate the angles. The expected bias in r would be now:

〈δr〉 = 4nc2A . (3.5)

As expected, in this case the requirements (given by the constant c) are
√
n weaker than for

the case of fully correlated elements.
Finally, let us remark that one could also consider the possibility of constraining the

polarization angle through limiting the standard deviation, instead of the offset, of the r
parameter. We have explored this option, and found that it provides less stringent constraints
on the polarization angles.

3.1 Relative and absolute angles

Let us now consider an experiment with m telescopes (e.g. m = 3 for the case of LiteBIRD)
and their corresponding focal planes that will be denoted by F1, ..., Fm. In this case, in
addition to the detector or element reference frame we can identify other reference frames for
the polarization angles that can be classified as absolute and relative.

For the absolute angles we consider a global angle associated with a global reference
frame common to all the focal planes, and additional ones associated with the corresponding
m focal plane reference frames. For the relative angles we can consider the ones associated
with n different frequency elements (e.g., frequency bands, wafers, or even to each individual
detector). The goal is to impose accuracy requirements on possible offsets of the global
polarization angle and of the focal planes relative to the global one (absolute angles); and
also the possible polarization angle offsets of each element included in a given focal plane
with respect to its corresponding focal plane reference frame (relative angles).

The requirements corresponding to the relative angles can be estimated with the expres-
sion given by Eq. 3.3. For the absolute angles the requirements can be estimated following
similar steps to the ones used for the relative angles as follows. From the error induced on r,
δr, in the small angle approximation, Eq. 2.14, the contribution to δr from the global offset
αg and the additional m offsets corresponding to each of the focal planes αF1, ..., αFm, is
given by:

δr = 4A

[
nF1∑
i=1

wi(αg + αF1) +

nF1+nF2∑
i=nF1+1

wi(αg + αF2) + ...+

n∑
i=nF1+...+nF (m−1)+1

wi(αg + αFm)

]2

(3.6)

where nFi is the number of frequency elements of the focal plane Fi, and n = nF1 + ...+nFm
is the total number of frequency elements in all the focal planes. Taking the average in the
previous equation, we obtain:

〈δr〉 = 4A

[
σ2
g +

m∑
i=1

w2
Fiσ

2
Fi + 2

m∑
i=1

wFiCgF i + 2

m∑
i 6=j=1

wFiwFjCFiFj

]
, (3.7)
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where the weight associated with the focal plane Fi is wFi =
∑nFi

i=1 wi, and CgFj and CFiFj de-
note the polarization angle correlations between the global and the individual focal plane, and
among individual focal plane, respectively. We have used also the fact that wg =

∑n
i=1wi = 1.

As we did for the derivation of the bias δr in the case of the relative angles, we also assume
that all the terms in the sum of δr add evenly on average, i.e., σg = c and σFi = c|wFi|−1 with
c constant. We adopted this choice so that all the actors involved in the bias contribute in a
similar way. Considering this, and replacing the correlations by the corresponding correlation
coefficients, we finally have:

〈δr〉 = 4c2A

[
(m+ 1) + 2

m∑
i=1

ρgF i + 2
m∑

i 6=j=1

ρFiFj

]
. (3.8)

3.2 Relative angles at detector level

Finally, it is worth also discussing possible requirements on the polarization angle established
at the single detector level. Notice that for experiments like LiteBIRD, that would imply to
extend the methodology to thousands of detectors. However, it is possible to find a shortcut
for the requirements at the detector level, starting from those already found at a higher level
(i.e., at the frequency element level).

To show that, let us rewrite Eq. 3.3, now assuming that it relates the bias on r as a
function of the correlation coefficient matrix among polarization angle offsets for each fre-
quency element (for consistency in the notation, in this subsection we will denote nf ≡ n as
the number of frequency elements):

〈δr〉freq = 4c2
fA

nf∑
ν1,ν2=1

ρν1ν2 ≡ 4c2
fAρf . (3.9)

where cf is the same constant c as in Eq. 3.3, but including now the sub-index f to empha-
size that this is obtained for a division in frequency elements. Similarly, ρf represents the
correlation structure among frequency elements.

It is obvious that this bias on r could be also expressed trivially as a function of the
correlation coefficient matrix among polarization angle offsets for each detector:

〈δr〉det = 4c2
dA

nd∑
ν1,ν2=1

ρν1ν2 ≡ 4c2
dAρd (3.10)

where, now, nd denotes the number of detectors, cd is the constant that should be determined
for a given 〈δr〉det, and ρd represents the correlation structure among the detectors.

Following the discussion in Section 3, the constants cf and cd in Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10, relate
the uncertainty of the polarization angle with instrumental noise variance, in particular, for
frequency elements and detectors, we have:

σf = cfσ
2
nf

σd = cdσ
2
nd
, (3.11)

where σf and σd are the uncertainties on the polarization angle for a given frequency element
(f), and for a given detector (d), respectively. Finally, σ2

nf
is the instrumental noise variance

per frequency element and σ2
nd

is the noise variance per detector.
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Obviously, the bias on r must be the same, independently on whether the requirements
are established at frequency or at detector levels. Therefore, one can obtain trivially a general
expression for the requirements on the polarization angle for a given detector, as a function
of the requirement already established for the frequency elements. In particular, if we pay
attention to the uncertainty on the polarization angle for a detector of a given frequency
element σdf

, and taking into account that the number of detectors at that frequency element
is given by ndf

= σ2
nd
/σ2

nf
, we find, after equaling Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10:

σdf
= σfndf

(
ρf

ρd

)1/2

. (3.12)

Notice that this is a general expression, that can be evaluated for any correlation struc-
ture among frequency elements (ρf) and detectors (ρd). Even so, it is interesting to explore
in detail some particular examples:

1. The case in which all the detectors and, therefore, all the frequency elements, are fully
correlated. In this case, ρf = n2

f and ρd = n2
d and, therefore:

σdf
= σfndf

(
nf

nd

)
, (3.13)

2. The case in which all the detectors and, therefore, all the frequency elements, are
uncorrelated. In this case, ρf = nf and ρd = nd and, therefore:

σdf
= σfndf

(
nf

nd

)1/2

, (3.14)

3. The case in which the frequency elements are uncorrelated, but all the detectors of a
given frequency element are fully correlated. In this case, ρf = nf and ρd =

∑nf
i (ndi)

2

and, therefore:

σdf
= σfndf

(
nf∑nf

i (ndi)
2

)1/2

. (3.15)

4 Requirements for LiteBIRD

The methodology developed in the previous sections to determine the requirements in the
accuracy needed in the polarization angle is very general and can be applied in principle to any
ground, balloon or space-based experiment. These requirements depend on the characteristics
of the experiment, on a chosen upper limit in the bias that this systematics may produce on
the tensor-to-scalar ratio r, and on the possible correlations that the different polarization
offsets can have among themselves.

As a working example, we consider now the LiteBIRD experiment, a space mission
selected by JAXA to be launched in late 2020s [38], aiming for a sensitivity on r of σr = 10−3

(for r = 0), assuming that the error budget is evenly distributed among the systematics,
instrumental noise (after foreground removal) and margins. In its present configuration, it
contains a total of 22 frequency elements covering 15 frequency bands that are distributed in
wafers belonging to each one of the three telescopes: the Low Frequency Telescope (LFT),
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Figure 3: Distribution of detector pixels in the wafers that are inside each of the three
telescopes LFT, MFT and HFT. The LFT contains trichroic (operating at three frequency
bands) detector pixels distributed among 8 wafers. The MFT contains trichroic and dichroic
(two frequency bands) detector pixels distributed among 7 wafers. The HFT contains dichroic
and monochroic (operation at one frequency band) detector pixels distributed among 3 wafers.

and the Medium (MFT) and High (HFT) Frequency Telescopes (see Fig. 3). The central
frequency, FWHM and polarization sensitivity of each frequency element are given in Table 1.

Following the LiteBIRD strategy, we will assume that the systematic error induced by
the use of biased polarization angles in the B-modes analysis can produce, at maximum, a δr
of 1% of the total budget assigned to systematics. This total budget of systematics is chosen
to be 1/3 of the overall sensitivity (a quadratic sum accounting for instrumental sensitivity,
foreground residuals and overall systematics) on r (i.e., δr = 5.77×10−6 ≡

[
10−3/

√
3
]
×0.01).

Finally, we assume that only 50% of the sky is used, and that the cosmological model is the
one given in [35].
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Element ID Frequency FWHM Pol. sensitivity Number of
name [GHz] [arcmin] [µK-arcmin] Bolometers

LFT_040GHz 1 40 70.5 37.42 48
LFT_050GHz 2 50 58.5 33.46 24
LFT_60GHz 3 60 51.1 21.31 48
LFT_68GHz_a 4 68 41.6 19.91 144
LFT_68GHz_b 5 68 47.1 31.77 24
LFT_78GHz_a 6 78 36.9 15.55 144
LFT_78GHz_b 7 78 43.8 19.13 48
LFT_89GHz_a 8 89 33.0 12.28 144
LFT_89GHz_b 9 89 41.5 28.77 24
LFT_100GHz 10 100 30.2 10.34 144
LFT_119GHz 11 119 26.3 7.69 144
LFT_140GHz 12 140 23.7 7.25 144
MFT_100GHz 13 100 37.8 8.48 366
MFT_119GHz 14 119 33.6 5.70 488
MFT_140GHz 15 140 30.8 6.38 366
MFT_166GHz 16 166 28.9 5.57 488
MFT_195GHz 17 195 28.0 7.05 366
HFT_195GHz 18 195 28.6 10.50 254
HFT_235GHz 19 235 24.7 10.79 254
HFT_280GHz 20 280 22.5 13.80 254
HFT_337GHz 21 337 20.9 21.95 254
HFT_402GHz 22 402 17.9 47.45 338

Table 1: Beam resolution, sensitivity and number of detectors corresponding to each of the
22 LiteBIRD frequency elements [35].

In the following subsections we will provide polarization angle requirements for absolute
(Subsection 4.1) and relative angles. For the latter, we will consider different schemes for
grouping the frequency detectors: at frequency elements (Subsection 4.2) and at wafers on
a given telescope (Subsection 4.3). Starting from any of these two cases (as described in
Subsection 3.2) one could also estimate requirements at detector level. This is discussed
in 4.4.

4.1 Absolute angle requirements

For the absolute angles, the requirements are estimated using Eq. 3.8. The following correla-
tion cases are considered:

• Case 1.0: No correlations.

• Case 1.1: The four offsets (global and the three ones associated with the focal planes)
are fully correlated.

• Case 1.2: The global offset is uncorrelated with any of the three focal plane ones, and
the latter ones are fully correlated.
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Offset (arcmin)
Label Case 1.0 Case 1.1 Cases 1.2, 1.3
GLB 3.7 1.8 2.3
LFT 11.6 5.8 7.4
MFT 6.4 3.2 4.1
HFT 30.8 15.4 19.5

Table 2: Polarization angle requirements for the four absolute offsets for cases 1.0, 1.1 and
the two cases 1.2 and 1.3, that provide the same results.

• Case 1.3: The global offset is fully correlated with any of the three focal plane ones,
and the latter are uncorrelated among themselves.

Notice that for case 1.2, the correlation coefficients take the values ρgFi = 0 for any of the
three focal planes Fi with i = 1, 2, 3, and ρFiFj = 1 for i, j = 1, 2, 3. Also, for case 1.3, we have
the reverse situation, with ρgFi = 1 for i = 1, 2, 3, and ρFiFj = 0 for i, j = 1, 2, 3. Therefore,
as it can be easily seen from Eq. 3.8, the two cases provide exactly the same constraints.

In Table 2, the requirements for the global, LFT, MFT and HFT polarization angles are
provided. The requirements are inversely proportional to the inverse of the noise variances
associated, with the global experiment, and with each of the three focal telescopes. Notice
that the ratio between the requirements for the Case 1.0 (no correlations) and Case 2.0 (fully
correlation) is ≈ 2. This is an expected result, since for the later we have one effective angle,
whereas, for the former, we have 4. Therefore, the sensitivity goes approximately as the
square root of the number of elements.

4.2 Relative angle requirements at the frequency level

We will study the requirements on relative angles, following two different schemes for grouping
the frequency detectors. We first group the detectors by frequency elements, resulting in a
total number of n = 22 elements and m = 3 focal planes. Also, the number of elements at
each focal plane is nLFT = 12, nMFT = 5 and nHFT = 5, respectively.

As possible correlation structures, some simplified cases will be considered, including, in
particular, the extreme cases of null and full correlations:

• Case 2.0: The offsets of all the n elements are uncorrelated, except for those in the same
telescope focal plane which are fully correlated.

• Case 2.1: The offsets of all the n elements are fully correlated (strongest constraints).

• Case 2.2: The offsets of all the n elements are partially correlated, in particular, we
chose ρν1ν2 = 0.5 (for any ν1 6= ν2), except those within the same telescope which are
fully correlated.

• Case 2.3: The offsets of all the n elements are uncorrelated (weakest constraints).

The ρ matrix illustrating the correlation among the 22 elements, for each one of these cases,
is given in Fig. 4.

In Table 3 we show the requirements for the detectors of a given frequency element,
and for each of the correlation cases considered. As it can be seen, the requirements vary
with the sensitivity of the corresponding set of detectors for a given frequency element, and
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Figure 4: Correlation matrix ρ among the 22 elements within the LFI, MFT and HFT
classified by frequency elements. The four different cases 2.0, 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, considered as
illustrative examples, are shown from top-left to bottom-right (see text for details).

with the correlations among frequency elements. Since the component separation weights are
assumed by default to be proportional to the inverse of the noise variance, the requirements
are also inversely proportional to that (as was the case of the absolute angles of the previous
Subsection). Depending on the frequency element and the correlation case, the requirement
for the combined set of detectors can reach very stringent values, even below the arcminute.
As previously mentioned, the ratio between the constraints for the Case 2.1 (fully correlated)
and Case 2.3 (fully uncorrelated) is approximately the square root of the number of elements,
i.e., ≈ 5.

4.3 Relative angle requirements at the wafer-frequency level

As a second illustrative way of classifying the detectors, we consider sets of detectors that
have the same frequency and are placed in the same wafer.

As it can be seen in Fig. 3, the division reads:

• LFT consists of 8 wafers of 2 different types (4 wafers each). The first type accounts
for detectors at 40, 60 and 78GHz (red); and 50, 68 and 89 GHz (yellow). The second
type accounts for detectors at 68, 89 and 119 GHz (green); and 78, 100 and 140 GHz
(blue).

• MFT consists of 7 wafers of 2 different types. The first type accounts for detectors at
100, 140 and 195 GHz (red, 3 wafers). The second type accounts for detectors at 119
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Element ID σα (arcmin)
name Case 2.0 Case 2.1 Case 2.2 Case 2.3

LFT_040GHz 1 49.8 31.5 37.7 147.8
LFT_050GHz 2 39.8 25.2 30.1 118.2
LFT_060GHz 3 16.1 10.2 12.2 47.9
LFT_068GHz_a 4 1.09 8.9 10.7 41.8
LFT_068GHz_b 5 35.9 22.7 27.1 106.5
LFT_078GHz_a 6 8.6 5.4 6.5 25.5
LFT_078GHz_b 7 13.0 8.2 9.8 38.6
LFT_089GHz_a 8 5.4 3.4 4.1 15.9
LFT_089GHz_b 9 29.4 18.6 22.3 87.4
LFT_100GHz 10 3.8 2.4 2.9 11.3
LFT_119GHz 11 2.1 1.3 1.6 6.2
LFT_140GHz 12 1.8 1.2 1.4 5.6
MFT_100GHz 13 2.6 1.6 1.9 7.6
MFT_119GHz 14 1.2 0.7 0.9 3.4
MFT_140GHz 15 1.5 0.9 1.1 4.3
MFT_166GHz 16 1.1 0.7 0.8 3.3
MFT_195GHz 17 1.8 1.1 1.3 5.3
HFT_195GHz 18 3.9 2.5 3.0 11.6
HFT_235GHz 19 4.1 2.6 3.1 12.3
HFT_280GHz 20 6.8 4.3 5.1 20.1
HFT_337GHz 21 17.1 10.8 13.0 50.9
HFT_402GHz 22 80.0 50.7 60.5 237.6

Table 3: Polarization angle requirements for the 22 frequency elements within the LFT,
MFT and HFT, for correlation cases 2.0, 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 (see text for details).

and 166 GHz (yellow, 4 wafers).

• HFT consists of 3 wafers of 1 type each. The first type accounts for detectors at 195
and 280 GHz (purple). The second type accounts for detectors at 235 and 337 GHz
(green). Finally, the third type accounts for detectors at 402 GHz (blue).

Therefore, this classification scheme accounts for 70 different frequency detector sets,
spread on 7 different types of wafers. As possible correlations, we will consider simplified
cases that, again, in particular, include the extreme cases of null and full correlations:

• Case 3.0: The offsets of all the n elements are uncorrelated, except for those in the same
telescope focal plane, which are fully correlated.

• Case 3.1: The offsets of all the n elements are fully correlated (strongest constraints).

• Case 3.2: The offsets of all the n elements are partially correlated, in particular, we
chose ρν1ν2 = 0.5 (for any ν1 and ν2 in the same telescope), except those within the
same element which are fully correlated.

• Case 3.3: The offsets of all the n elements are uncorrelated (weakest constraints).
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The ρ matrix illustrating the correlation among the 70 elements, for each one of these cases,
is given in Fig. 5.

Figure 5: Correlation matrix ρ among the 70 elements within the LFT, MFT and HFT that
result from the classification in which, both, frequency and wafer, are considered. The four
different cases considered as illustrative examples, Case 3.0, Case 3.1, Case 3.2, and Case 3.3,
are plotted from top-left to bottom-right (see text for details).

We represent the polarization angle requirements for the four cases and each one of the
7 different types of wafers in Fig. 6.

4.4 Relative angle requirements at detector level

Let us finish this Section by discussing the requirements needed at detector level for LiteBIRD.
In order to do that, we will follow the approach described in Subsection 3.2, starting from the
constraints established at the frequency element level. In this case, we only need to use the
number of detectors per frequency element, in order to infer a requirement on the polarization
angle for each one of the detectors forming a given frequency element. This is given in the
last column of Table 1.

As an example, we will study the requirements for the three particular cases discussed
in 3.2, and for which, we derived particular solutions of Eq. 3.12. These cases are:

• Case 4.0: The offsets of all the detectors and, therefore, all the frequency elements are
correlated.

• Case 4.1: The offsets of all the detectors and, therefore, all the frequency elements are
uncorrelated.
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Figure 6: Polarization angle requirements for the 7 different types of wafers in the LFT, MFT
and HFT telescopes. The four correlation cases 3.0 (squares), 3.1 (circles), 3.2 (diamonds),
and 3.3 (triangles) are plotted. The colours refer to the different types of wafers: black, type
1 of LFT; green, type 2 of LFT; dark-blue, type 1 of MFT, light-blue, type 2 of MFT; red,
type 1 of HFT; pink, type 2 of HFT; yellow, type 3 of HFT.

• Case 4.2: The offsets of all the detectors of a given frequency element are correlated,
but frequency elements are uncorrelated among them.

Results, are summarized in Table 4, where we present constraints for each detector of
a given frequency element. For the most restrictive case (i.e., Case 4.0, full correlation),
we obtain that the strongest constraints are reaching uncertainties of around 1 arcmin, for
the most sensitive elements. This is similar to the frequency element constraints, as one
would expect, since we are imposing full correlation among detectors and frequency elements.
The situation is much more relaxed for the case of full uncorrelation, having requirements of
around 1 degree for the detectors at the most sensitive frequencies.

All the previous requirements, for absolute and relative angles and for the different
schemes of grouping the frequency detectors, have been obtained assuming that the residual
foregrounds are those estimated in [37]. As discussed at the end of Section 2, considering the
contribution of residuals will always tend to decrease the polarization angle requirements. Its
impact comes through the A factor defined in Eq. 2.15, and can be easily estimated resulting
in the following changes in the angle requirements for all the cases considered: 18% larger for
negligible foreground residuals, and 10% smaller for a level of residuals 3 times larger than
the typical value estimated in [37] (see Fig. 2).

5 Conclusions and discussion

We have presented a new methodology to establish requirements on the polarization angle
accuracy that a set of detectors at a given frequency of a CMB experiment must satisfy, in
order to ensure that the bias on the tensor-to-scalar ratio parameter r is kept below a certain
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Element (Band) σα (arcmin)
(Telescope + Freq.) Case 4.0 Case 4.1 Case 4.2

LFT_040GHz 7.4 495.6 28.3
LFT_050GHz 3.0 198.1 11.3
LFT_060GHz 2.4 160.7 9.2
LFT_068GHz_a 6.3 420.9 24.0
LFT_068GHz_b 2.7 178.6 10.2
LFT_078GHz_a 3.8 256.7 14.7
LFT_078GHz_b 1.9 129.5 7.4
LFT_089GHz_a 2.4 160.2 9.1
LFT_089GHz_b 2.2 146.5 8.4
LFT_100GHz 1.7 113.5 6.5
LFT_119GHz 0.9 62.8 3.6
LFT_140GHz 0.8 55.8 3.2
MFT_100GHz 2.9 194.1 11.1
MFT_119GHz 1.7 116.9 6.7
MFT_140GHz 1.6 109.9 6.3
MFT_166GHz 1.7 111.5 6.4
MFT_195GHz 2.0 134.2 7.7
HFT_195GHz 3.1 206.5 11.8
HFT_235GHz 3.3 218.1 12.5
HFT_280GHz 5.3 356.7 20.4
HFT_337GHz 13.4 902.3 51.5
HFT_402GHz 83.6 5611.2 320.3

Table 4: Polarization angle requirements for each detector at each one of the 22 frequency
elements within the LFT, MFT and HFT, for correlation cases 4.0, 4.1, and 4.2 (see text for
details).

value. Note that the proposed work is focused on the estimation of requirements, while the
establishment of a methodology to get them is out of the scope of this paper.

We consider different classifications of the detectors of a given frequency (not only on
frequency elements), to explore in detail the implications at several levels: experiment as a
whole, instruments, frequency elements, wafers, and individual detectors.

In particular, the method assumes that the CMB solution can be obtained through
a linear combination of the different sets of detectors that observed the microwave sky at
different frequency elements. Examples of this kind of CMB solutions are internal linear
combination approaches (e.g, PILC), internal template fitting (e.g., SEVEM), or some kind of
parametric fitting methods (e.g., FGBuster), used as a baseline for LiteBIRD, which is the
application experiment shown in this work. An specific choice of the weights is particularly
relevant and useful. In the reported case those coefficients are inversely proportional to the
noise variance, providing a similar scheme to the one obtained with FGBuster. This work
assumes this weighting scheme to provide final requirements on different detector sets for
LiteBIRD, but the developed methodology is general.

Assuming that the requirements on the polarization angle that must satisfy the different
sets of detectors are small enough to work on the small angle limit (a few degrees at most),
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we are able to obtain analytical solutions relating the bias on the r parameter with the polar-
ization angle uncertainties, and as a function of possible uncertainty correlations among the
different detector sets. This analytical formalism provides absolute and relative polarization
angle requirements.

As a practical application, we follow the criterion established in LiteBIRD, in such a way
that the final uncertainty on the polarization angles do not induce biases on r (δr) larger than
5.77× 10−6, i.e., 1% of the total uncertainty budget assigned to the whole systematic effects.
With this constraint, we show that, at global and telescope levels, requirements of a few
arcmin are needed, for the most restrictive case, in which all the angles are fully correlated.
Requirements are relaxed a factor of 2 for the opposite case of angles fully uncorrelated.

At the frequency element level, the requirement on δr translate on requirements on
the polarization angles a bit below 1 arcmin for the most sensitive frequencies (around 150
GHz) and a few tens of arcmin at the lowest and highest frequencies (around 40 and 400
GHz, respectively). Again, this is for the most restrictive case of full correlation among the
polarization angles, obtaining constraints around 50% more relaxed for the opposite case of
non-correlated systematics.

We also consider the case in which the set of detectors are divided attending to the par-
ticular wafer division. In this case, we have 70 elements, accounting for detectors at different
wafer type, frequency band and telescope. In particular, we can identify 7 different types of
wafers. Again, requirements slightly below 1 arcmin are needed for the most sensitive fre-
quencies, and ten times larger at the lowest and highest frequencies, for the most conservative
case of full correlation. The requirements are relaxed a factor of 3 for the opposite case of
non-correlations.

Additionally, from the requirements established at the frequency element level, we are
also able to derive the constraints at the detector level, for each detector of the different fre-
quency elements. In particular, for the case of full correlation we obtain similar requirements
as those obtained from the frequency element level analyses, as one would expect. However,
for the case of complete uncorrelation, we obtain more relaxed values for the requirements of
several tens of arcmin.

Finally, let us comment that these requirements appear to be achievable, as the first
attempts made in [27] and [28] seem to indicate. However, more complete analyses, including
different correlation schemes among detectors or considering a detailed modellisation of the
expected level of correlation for a given design of the instrument would be needed to fully
demonstrate it.
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A Gaussian Likelihood for δr

We discuss here the likelihood that allows one to obtain the error induced in the tensor-to-
scalar parameter r (Eq. 2.7) by the rotation angles in Eq. 2.6.

Let us start by defining the bias in the B-mode CMB angular power spectrum, ∆B`,
due to the presence of polarization angle offsets. This bias is given by subtracting from
the final estimated B-mode CMB angular power spectrum (Eq. 2.8) the known contributions,
without being aware of the polarization angle offsets: r times the B-mode CMB angular power
spectrum due to inflationary gravitational waves, Bfid

` ; the induced gravitational lensing from
the E-modes, L`; the residual foregrounds, RB` ; and the effective noise, N eff

` , angular power
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spectra (Eq. 2.9). This subtraction defines Eq. 2.10 that, for clarity, is repeated here:

∆B` =
(
rBfid

` + L` +RB`

)
(Σcos − 1) + (E` +RE` )Σsin . (A.1)

Therefore, this bias ∆B` could introduce a bias on r that can be characterized by the
following Gaussian likelihood:

logL ∝ −1

2

`max∑
`=2

(
∆B` − δrBfid

`

)2
Var(B`)

, (A.2)

where Var(B`) is the cosmic variance of the observed B-mode angular power spectrum, given
by Eq. 2.11. Solving this likelihood for δr, one obtains the analytical expression of Eq. 2.7.

B Dealing with negative weights to build the CMB map

During the discussion given in Section 3, in particular from Eq. 3.3, it has been assumed that
the weights of the linear combination of the frequency elements to derive the CMB signal
were all positive. The aim of this Appendix is to provide a general formalism for weights w
that can take positive and negative values, as it is the case of general ILC or template fitting
methods [33].

Under the assumption that σν = c|wν |−1, Eq. 3.3 becomes:

〈δr〉 = 4c2

[
`max∑
`=2

(E` +RE` )Bfid
`

Var(B`)

][
`max∑
`=2

(Bfid
` )2

Var(B`)

]−1 [ n∑
ν1,ν2=1

ρν1ν2
wν1wν2
|wν1 ||wν2 |

]
.

This is the general form for the expected bias in r, 〈δr〉. It is easy to show that, in the
case in which all the n polarization angles, αν , are fully correlated, i.e., ρν1ν2 = 1 for any pair
of frequency elements (ν1,ν2), Eq. 3.4 takes now the form:

〈δr〉 = 4c2

[
`max∑
`=2

(E` +RE` )Bfid
`

Var(B`)

][
`max∑
`=2

(Bfid
` )2

Var(B`)

]−1 [ n∑
ν1,ν2=1

wν1wν2
|wν1 ||wν2 |

]
.

For the case in which all the n angles are uncorrelated, i.e. ρν1ν2 = 0 for ν1 6= ν2, Eq. 3.5 is
preserved.
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